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Nuclear Regulatory Commission

To whom it may concern at the NRC and beyond:
These are my written scoping comments as to what should be studied in the DEIS in regards to the proposed 20-year
license extension for the Diablo Canyon nuclear power facility.

In my vocal presentation at the afternoon August 5 th hearing, I spoke of how Helium-3 was discovered emanating up
through the Newport - Inglewood Fault which made scientists conclude that the significant coastal area fault (Newport
- Inglewood) is much deeper than earlier thought - since Helium-3 comes up from the earth's mantle.
From Santa Monica Boulevard south to a few miles offshore San Diego lies the Newport

-

Inglewood Fault

-

which is

clearly the largest coastal area fault in southern California. Then, I have seen on maps that faults run every which way
(with no clear pattern or major faults) in this jumble from Santa Monica Blvd. up to the Point Concepcion area. Then
there is the 2000 km. east-west Murray Fracture Zone meeting the North American continent in west-central Santa
Barbara County - whose impact appears to have "bent" or "dipped" / pushed the San Andreas Fault further east in that
latitude. North of the general Murray Fracture Zone area is about where the largest subsidiary of the San Andreas Fault

more or less begins in its south

-

north stretch. There are three named faults, but they nearly run together so are

considered one fault system. The southern segment is the Hosgri Fault, the next segment to the north is the San Simeon
Fault, and the segment north of that is the San Gregorio Fault. In fact, one article calls the San Simeon Fault the "San
Simeon segment of the Hosgri Fault".
(I note that the Independent Peer Review Panel mentions that the Hosgri Fault seeking "data on the dip (of) the Hosgri
Fault near the intersection of the Shoreline and the Hosgri Faults".) Despite interesting results which would have come
from such a study, the California Coastal Commission rightly halted the proposed high-energy 3-D Seismic Survey in the
coastal area near Diablo Canyon since it would have damaged nearly all marine life in the region.

If the Newport - Inglewood Fault (which is the main coastal fault and more or less parallel with the San Andreas Fault)
is so deep that it goes down to the Earth's mantle - thus being able to discover Helium-3 escaping from the fracture,
then what is called the "largest subsidiary of the San Andreas Fault" (the Hosgri - San Simeon - San Gregorio Fault
system) more or less parallel with the San Andreas Fault in central and into northern California should be a subject of a
similar inquiry as to whether Helium-3 is rising up through the fault / fractures to better determine its depth and seismic
potential.
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Here is the July

Ist

2015, Los Angeles Times article about the discovery of Helium-3 rising from the Newport-lnglewood

Fault, and it mentioned that that southern California coastal area fault "which was responsible for one of the most
destructive earthqua kes in southern California history."

Helium finding adds new wrinkle to Newport-Inglewood fault
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By ROSANNA XIA contact the reporter

When Jim Boles went to the Santa Fe Spirungsoil field three years ago to study helium samples, he wasn't thinking about earthquakes. As a researcher in petroleum geology and geochemistry, Boles was studying why the
temperatures were so hot underground.

Just to be thorough, he took a few other samples from nearby areas.
What he round was surprising. And his research is now sparking a new round of debate on the formations of the Newport-lnglewood fault, which was responsible for one of the mast destructive earthquakes in Southern
California history.
Boles didn't realize it at the time, but some of his gas samples followed the path of the fault, which runs from Orange County to the Weutside of Los Angeles. His research showed that helium was leaking deep underground
through the fault.
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Boles said this suggests the Newepoet-Inglewood fault is much deeper than what previous stadies shawed, connecting somehow all way to the Eaeth's mantle.
"A lot of science is done by accident. hat what you have to do is recognize. 'Hey, there's something inmportanthere that's come oat of this.' "said Boles, professor emeritus at UC Santa Barbara and lead aathor of anew study
pnhlished in June. "And it has nothing to do with the original intent."

Seismic experts said the helium doesn't necessarily mean there is a greater quake risk on the Newport-lnglewood fault. Rather, it highlights just how mach is still unknown about the deepest sections of the fault.
"Thts is one step closer to refining our understanding of the deep structure" of the fault, said the U.S. Geological Sarvey's Kea Hudnst. who was not involved with the stady. "We all live here, in Los Angeles Coanty, eight on
top of a whole hooch of active faults, and we're still stuck with inferring what the deep stracture is. We don't have clear images."
The fault is about 4h miles long and is considered particularly hazardous because it runs through heavily populated areas, from Culver City through Baldwin Hills, Long Beoch and Huntington Beach before it heads offshore.

The fault unleashed the 1933 Long Beach earthquake, which killed 120people and prompted some of the state's first seismic building regulations.

It's unclear how often large quakes rupture on the fault. In just the last few months, the Newport-Inglewood fault produced several small quakes that tattled parts of the region.

It's like a pingpong volley between scientific ideas about the deep structure of the Newport-lnglewood fault ....
The hope is that you're getting closer to the right answer.-KeHadnat, u.s.oeologeasumep
The new findings do not change the way scientists forecast quakes along the fault, Hudnut said. Experts said they have long been uncertain about the depth of the Newrport-Inglewood fault, so current earthquake models and
calculations already factor in the possibility ofra deeper faalt.
Boles' study analyzed 24 gas samples taken from oil wells along the fualt. Unlike hot spots such as Yellowstone, where there is seeping magma that allows helium to escape to the Earth's surface, helium leakage is unusual for
afeature like the Newport-lnglewood fault. Here, the fault is squeezing sections of the Earth's upper crust together, which should be limiting the passage of gas from deep beneath the ground, Boles said.

Helium, or more accurately the isotope helium-3, is a vestige of the big bang and comes from the Earth's mantle, the layer beneath the lower crust, he said. In order for helium to be escaping from the Newsport-lnglew'ood
fault, the fissure must go deep enough through the lower crust and connect somehow to the mantle, said Boles, whose study was pnblished in the jourual Geochemistry, Geophysics, Geesystems (G-Cubedl.

The Earth's crust is at least 30 kilometers deep, Boles said. Clear images of the Newport-lnglewood fault currently go dowsnonly as farma 10 or 15kilometers.
Also interesting, Boles said, is that he didn't find just one helium "anomaly" along the fault. His teum identified notable amounts of helium in areas from Beverly Hills to Orange County

Helium-3 is different than the type used to blow up balloons. Although the amounts found were significant for scientists, they would probably go undetected by anyone passing by.

Scientists initially thought the Newport-lnglewood fault was similar to sections of the San Andreas fault

a so-called strike-slip fault that cuts through the Earth's crust in a relatively vertical way.

Starting insthe l980s, however, new studies, more oil-well data and better imaging techniques prompted some scientists to reconsider what the deepest parts of the Newport-Inglewood fault might look like. New' theories
pointed to the possibility that a flutter, slanted fault cuts off the main sections of the Newvport-lnglewood fault
which indicates that the fault might be more shallow and less vertical than initially believed.
Studying the specific angles of the fanlt at such depths is not easy, said Hudant of the USGS. The helium findings suggest that seismologists might want to take another look at the original. more vertical strike-slip model of
the fault.

"It's like a pingpong volley between scientific ideas about the deep structure of the Newport-Inghewood fault," Hudnut said. "This is the nortmal progression o f science, right? You hove one paper, and then another paper, and
then another paper. And through time, the hope is that you're getting closer to the right answer."
Hudnut said there were several elements of the study that intrigued him, It found that the amount of helium leaking from the Newport-lnglewood fault was greater' than what was found in previous helium studies of the Sun
Andreas fault. The San Andreas fault is slipping apart roughly t0 times faster than the Newport-Inglewood one, so it would make more sense if there were more mantle-derived helium coming out of the San Andreas, Hudnut
said.
Boles' study was co-authored by a team from Tufts University. Occidental Oil & Gas Corp. and NOAA's Pacific Marine Envisomnental Laboratory. The research was supported by NOAA and the U.S. Department of Energy's
Office of Basic Energy Sciences.
Boles, who said he's no quake eupert. said he hopes his team's research leads to more studies of the fault.
"It's like throwing a grenade into the room." he said, recalling a colleague's reaction to his study.
As for the original Santa Fe Springs sample that prompted his research in the first place'? Boles found nothing unusual.
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Below this paragraph, I shall copy and paste the link and then the article from the Los Angeles Times on January 9 th,
2013, about what some seismologists see as a possibility of a statewide earthquake on the San Andreas Fault. Besides
evaluation of the article below....

Statewide quake in California may be
possible after all
New research challenges assumptions that the central
part of the San Andreas fault would act as a barrier,
preventing a big quake from traveling between the
northern and southern parts of the state.
January 09, 2013 By Eryn Brown, Los An~geles Times

Scientists have lon assumecd that a mega-quake along the San Andreas fault,.. (PJ )

For decades, scientists have assumed the central portion of California's San Andreas fault acts as a
barrier that prevents a big quake in the southern part of the state from spreading to the north, and
vice versa. As a result, a mega-quake that could be felt from San Diego to San Francisco was widely
considered impossible.
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But that key fault segment might not serve as a barrier in all cases, researchers wrote Wednesday in
the online edition of the journal Nature.
Using a combination of laboratory measurements and computer simulations, the two scientists

showed how so-called creeping segments in a fault -- long thought to be benign because they slip
slowly and steadily along as tectonic plates shift -- might behave like locked segments, which build up
stress over time and then rupture.

Such a snap caused the 9.0-magnitude Tohoku-Oki earthquake that hit Japan in 2011, triggering a
tsunami, killing nearly i6,ooo people and destroying the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant.
Forecasters had not believed such a large quake was possible there.

A supposedly stable section of fault also ruptured during the 1999 Chi-Chi quake in Taiwan, a 7.6magnitude temblor that killed more than 2,400 people.
Afterward, scientists drilled into rocks surrounding the Chelungpu fault there, removing samples and
testing them to better understand their geology. Caltech engineer and geophysicist Nadia Lapusta and
a former postdoctoral fellow, Hiroyuki Noda of the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and
Technology in Yokohama, used that data in their analysis published in Nature.
They plugged the measured rock properties into a computer model they built that simulated a simple

fault with two "patches" of rock -- one that was locked and another that was creeping.
As expected, most of the time only the locked patch ruptured. But there were also instances when the
simulation resulted in ruptures in the creeping patch. In those cases, the rocks slipped past each other
quickly enough to heat up and weaken the fault, allowing it to snap.
The results provide a possible explanation for events that caused the Tohoku-Oki and Chi-Chi quakes,
which have puzzled scientists. By extension, they also suggest that the San Andreas might be capable
of a more extensive earthquake than was widely assumed.
"The thinking has been that an earthquake could either occur on the southern San Andreas fault or on

the northern San Andreas fault

--

that the creeping segment is separating it into two halves," Lapusta

said. "But this study shows that if an earthquake penetrates that creeping area in a certain way, it
could rupture through it."
The San Andreas wouldn't necessarily snap as the fault in the model did, she said: "Hopefully the
creeping segment is such that it doesn't have the propensity for weakness. But without examining
further, you can't say."
Such an investigation might include further computer simulations, laboratory experiments or digging
along the creeping portion of the San Andreas to look for evidence of extremely large slips in the
ancient past.

By looking at a fault relatively close to its surface

no more than tens of yards deep

--

--

paleogeologists

can see whether very large earthquakes ever ruptured through to the surface, Lapusta said. Scientists
can also drill to greater depths to collect rock samples, as they did to study the Chelungpu fault.
Kenneth Hudnut, a geophysicist at the U.S. Geological Survey in Pasadena who was not involved in
the research, said that the study sounded "a warning message."
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"We're realizing we need to worry more about these things we've been calling barriers," he said,
adding that the Tohoku-Oki quake wasn't the only recent disaster making researchers reconsider fault

segments once thought to be "toothless"

--

temblors in the Indian Ocean, Chile, Haiti and China had

also given pause.
"The more big earthquakes we've seen around the world, the more we've realized that there are some
deficiencies in our models," he said. "Everyone's taking a second look at what we thought was worstcase."
Hudnut emphasized that an extreme quake powerful enough to blast through the supposedly stable
midsection of the San Andreas was unlikely.
But if one did strike, he said, it might put unexpected strain on California's emergency response
systems. Planners had always assumed that responders from one part of the state would be available
to supply aid in the other.
eryn.brown @ latimes.com

I spoke at the August 5 th hearing regarding the concept of relicensing dangerous reactors many years
before the current licenses expire. I spoke about talking with California DMV who informed me that
one cannot get their driver's license renewed more than two months in advance of the birthday on
which one's license expires. Though a metal vehicle can inflict some damage, but it is not dangerous
compared to commercial nuclear reactors which could render most of California uninhabitable.
If it appeared that it might be sensible to operate a large nuclear reactor either at all or beyond its

theorized operating life, then, since it is a complicated facility and process

-

one might want to start

thorough evaluations of the facility 3 years before the operating license expires. Since this Docket #

mentions 2009, apparently that is when PG&E got in touch with the NRC in regards to seeking an
extension of their operating licenses which are to expire in 2023 and 2025.
This is even more ridiculous than this situation. My momn is 99 and stopped driving when she was

88. Let's say DMV had longer licensing periods... Would it make sense for my mom - say when she
was 86 - to get a driver's license lasting 15 years(?) Her eyes, ears, and beyond have deteriorated
since she was 86 had she got the theorized 15 year driver's license extension, so that would have been
a stupid decision to issue a longer license to her (if she had sought it).
At any rate, it may make sense (once again if seismic setting, state of technology, waste, etc. are all
considered) to begin a potential reactor relicensing process 3 years before the current licenses expire,

but as I reiterated on August 5 th (following a vocal pause), there must be VERY thorough physical
evaluations of the entire facility again FOLLOWING the end of any currently operating nuclear

reactor license period

-

assuming that there might be some examination of the actual facility during

the reactor license renewal process as well as when I call for such examination FOLLOWING the
shutdown of the reactors when their current license(s) expire.
This being said, nuclear reactors began during the race to make the atomic bomb in WWII, and then
to justify the nuclear weapons program and otherwise help the nuclear industry (as well as some
powerful utilities) is why commercial nuclear power was promoted. Thus, these large reactors should
never have operated, let alone operated beyond the life that they were designed to last.
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Also, I object to the process of having an EIS to cover "generic" issues. However, the U.S. nuclear
power program is such a hodge-podge of different designs of facilities with differing equipment that it
is disingenuous to call many aspects of it "generic". We need LOTS of Diablo Canyon specifics
regarding a plethora of issues - certainly including seismic setting, embrittled and vulnerable
equipment, radwaste storage situation both in concentration and inadequate Holtec canisters, and
much, much more.
On August

5 th

I may have mentioned that I attended Diablo Canyon waste discharge hearings in

1981 and 1982 (I know that I mentioned at the hearing that our group camped out at the Diablo

seismic hearings in the fall of 1980). There were pretty high estimates for discharge of various toxic
heavy metals into Diablo Cove - along, of course, with discharging warmer water and some
radioactivity.
It would be very helpful if the DEIS could analyze if there is an increase in discharge of quantities of
those heavy metals. If so, I would guess that the increase is due to leaching from the pipes. Please
recite figures and provide documents which you have that indicate differing levels of heavy metal
discharges into Diablo Cove / Pacific Ocean.
So, if figures considered in the DEIS do indicate increasing levels of toxic heavy metals discharged
into the cove and ocean, then it likely indicates that as the facility ages further during this operating
license period(s) and certainly would age further if there is the insanity of the granting of an operating
license renewal for Diablo Canyon's nuclear reactors.
Have there been any studies or will there be any which evaluate any deleterious impacts to marine
organism from exposure and absorption to these toxic heavy metals? Please include and analyze such
documents in your DEIS.
In the DEIS on potential Diablo Canyon reactor relicensing, I would like to see comparative analyses
of the estimated differences in the costs for "decommissioning / decontamination" if:
1. Diablo Canyon is shut down

-

say in a year, so let's say August 31, 2016;

2. If Diablo Canyon reactors are shut down at the end of their reactor operating license period(s);

And 3. If Diablo Canyon was shut down at the end of the Diablo reactor relicensing period(s).
I understand that there are lists of the most embrittled reactors in the nation
Canyon is one of the few most embrittled in the USA.

-

and that Diablo

Seeing that PG&E is apparently using cracking flimsy Holtec canisters - some of which were not
even loaded correctly - we need a thorough evaluation in the DEIS in regards to plans for spent fuel
storage both with the current spent fuel (including some high burn-up fuel used for nearly all this
century) as well as what they will do to spent fuel in the future.
I understand a crack appeared in a Holtec canister after two years - and I heard a recording of a
Holtec exec say that a crack will work its way through a Holtec canister in (I forget if it was) 16 or 17
years. Thus, that canister at Diablo likely will not even survive the 20 years for which it is
guaranteed. Public safety requires using the most heavy-duty canister existing - apparently one made
in Germany. (Let me also remind you that I heard at a San Onofre-related hearing that the Holtec
canisters are not designed for repackaging. Discuss potential for repackaging of cracking and then
potentially leaking /Holtec radwaste canisters at Diablo Canyon -- and San Onofre too for that matter.
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The DEIS
and discuss
/ storage of spent
at the Diablo
Canyon
facility
ladenmust
withadmit
earthquake
faults the
at astacking
greater concentration
thanfuel
wasrods
originally
anticipated.
Hopefully, some S.L.O. locals submitted (or shall later in the process) info about how San Luis

Obispo County has the highest cancer rate in the State of California

-

clearly primarily due to its

nuclear neighbor.

I want to point out the disturbing situation of the NRC suppressing its seismic safety inspector Dr.

Michael Peck by never ruling (let alone within the usual 120 days) regarding his dissent which argued
that the Diablo Canyon reactors should be shut down until PG&E proves that the facility can
withstand damage from any quake which faults in the Diablo Canyon area can deliver.

It has been nearly 5 years since Peck first expressed his concerns. Then it was January 2012 when
Dr. Peck wrote his non-concurrence report - formally called a "Differing Professional Opinion", and
asked that his report be released. Instead, IT WAS SQUELCHED.
The DEIS should look into whether any regulations were broken in the squelching of Dr. Peck's
concerns and DPO.
ALL COLLUDERS IN SUPPRESSING VITAL SEISMIC OR OTHER SAFETY INFORMATION

REGARDING NUCLEAR REACTORS (LET ALONE THESE TWO REACTORS THAT SIT ON 13
EARTHQUAKE FAULTS AND 45 MILES FROM THE SAN ANDREAS FAULT) MUST BE HELD
ACCOUNTABLE, FIRED, AND PROSECUTED! Please display all correspondence internal to the

NRC, and between the NRC and PG&E in regards to Dr. Peck and his findings from 2010 to the
present.
In case you missed that last lower-case sentence, here it is again: Please display all correspondence internal
to the NRC, and between the NRC and PG&E in regards to Dr. Peck and his findings from 2010 to the

present.
Before I sign off, so to speak, I want to summarize something regarding Diablo Canyon area
seismicity one more time. If Diablo wanted an operating license for a new reactor, it would likely be
turned down since it clearly does not meet NRC regulations. Dr. Peck and others pointed out that it
appears that some faults can deliver seismic blows which the Diablo facility was not built to
withstand. And it has been known for decades that the Hosgri Fault system is the largest subsidiary of
the San Andreas Fault. Proceed with sampling for Helium-3 testing to discover approximately how
deep the fault system extends. It would likely make sense to do sampling for Helium-3 on both the
Shoreline Fault and the Hosgri Fault. It could also be interesting to sample for Helium-3 in the San

Simeon segment of the fault system - despite seismologists believing that they know that the 3
segments are very connected and thus likely have fairly similar depths - but let research proceed on
this in the DEIS regarding Diablo Canyon nuclear reactors relicensing.
If the Hosgri Fault system was found to be deeper than expected due to sampling for Helium-3,
would that throw the Diablo Canyon reactors even more out of seismic compliance?
The DEIS should carefully examine whether indeed the central segment of the San Andreas Fault in

California is relatively stable

-

or whether it can have substantial shaking and energy release from

major quakes on other segments of the San Andreas. Helium-3 sampling, and examining the
potential for more than one segment of the San Andreas to "let go" nearly simultaneously, while also
8

examining the likelihood of the Hosgri Fault system "letting go" at a similar time as the San Andreas
Fault system, as well as examine the likelihood of the Hosgri Fault system having more than one
segment "let go" (or if more than one major coastal fault segment "let go", would that necessarily be
associated with major seismic activity on the San Andreas Fault in at least central California, or could
such a massive quake occur in the coastal area without much impact on the San Andreas?
The journal Nature recently had an article stating that strike-slip faults are now considered to be
able to deliver up to an 8.6 earthquake - which is what was recorded in a 2012 east Indian Ocean
earthquake. See this link http://www.nature.com/nature/ioumal/v490/n7419/full/nature1 1504.html
Thanks for your consideration of integrating my concerns with your research.
Sincerely yours,
Bruce Campbell
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